Part No. 604051-001

Model
950

Product Specifications

12V
Starting and Accessory Power
Plus an Air Compressor

¬ 1000 peak amps
¬ 12-Volt 18AH AGM battery
¬ 6 gauge 55” 100% copper cables
¬ Reverse polarity alarm
¬ 12-Volt power outlet
¬ Work light and flasher
¬ Air compressor with gauge and
adaptors – 0.45 CFM @ 120 PSI

¬ Built-in charger
¬ LED battery charging status
¬ LED clamp lights
¬ Battery status gauge

See series of videos on using RESCUE
Portable Power Packs
Starts any vehicle quickly with
55" long reach cables.
X-890503

Internal battery status gauge.

Easy to pack along and use.
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Ergonomically
designed handles
for easy carrying

Heavy duty switches
and circuits
Polarity
Alarm

Flashing
amber
safety light

Injection
molded
heavy duty
case

Sealed AGM
batteries

Flexible all copper welding
cable, the longest leads in
the industry – get to batteries
in hard to reach places

Diagram shows typical engineering components. Individual power
packs may differ in features and number of batteries.

High quality copper
clamps with lights

The Rescue 950 was designed to take on the two most common
problems that keep people from getting where they want to go: a dead
battery and a flat tire.
The dead battery problem is solved by a powerful 18AH sealed AGM
battery hooked up to 4-1/2 foot jumper cables made out of pure copper
welding cable that stays flexible in cold weather. We added mechanics
style clamps with LED lights that help spot battery terminals when it’s
dark—which is usually when things go wrong. It delivers 1,000 peak
amps and helps keep you safe with a built-in polarity alarm.
The flat tire problem is solved with an onboard air compressor which is
accompanied by a set of adaptors so you can inflate all your toys, too.
The battery charger is built-in so there is nothing to lose.
It’s a complete package to keep your moving vehicle moving.

